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Across Victoria, government, not-for-profit and community groups are investing in the 
establishment of Seed Production Areas (SPAs) for threatened, ecologically important, and 
culturally significant native flora. SPAs are areas where native plants of known seed source 
are grown to produce seed for local revegetation activities, and provide several significant 
benefits: 
 

1) Overcoming seed shortages through continuous supply of known provenance seed 
2) Increased availability and genetic diversity of local native seed 
3) Reduced pressure on wild populations for seed supply 
4) Contributing to the improvement of regional biodiversity 
5) Alternatives for land-use and income 
6) Multi-functional benefits (e.g. windbreaks, soil improvement) 

 
One of the virtues of SPAs is the ability to 
maximise the genetic base through the mixing of 
seed from multiple provenances. Current SPA 
practice typically includes seed sources from the 
immediate local region. However, consideration 
needs to be given to the suitability of local genes 
under future environments and the expectation 
that genes from some non-local sources will likely 
to outperform those from local provenance under 
rapid climate change. Experiments in Tasmania 
(Figure 1) show how this might play out in future 
for some species. 
 The fragmented nature of agricultural 
landscapes means that the natural movement of 
genes between populations has been 
compromised. This, in turn, reduces the availability 
of new genetic variants for natural selection to act 
upon as climates change over the coming decades. A logical solution is to bolster SPAs so 
that seed that is produced in the future includes locally adapted genes, plus genes that are 
climatically matched to future conditions 50 years from now.  
 The reality is that many plant species will struggle to adapt to rapid climate change 
without intervention. Supplementing local SPAs with ‘climate ready’ seed sources from 
further afield effectively re-establishes gene flow and assists the process of adaptation. 
Genetic tools and climate modelling are being used widely around the world for identifying 

Figure 1: A 35-year provenance trial at Pensford (960 
m), Central Plateau of Tasmania, indicates declining 
survival of the local Eucalyptus gunnii provenance 
compared with a provenance from lower elevation.  

 



‘climate ready’ seed sources at the catchment scale. 
Once identified, this source material can be introduced 
into SPAs at low frequency (using a design like that 
proposed in Figure 2), and their relative performance 
can be monitored over time to identify which genes are 
best suited to local environmental conditions. The 
multi-provenance nature of the plots means that 
ongoing evolution by natural selection will help to sort 
out what really can survive at a particular location and 
contribute to biodiversity.  
 The benefits of multi-provenancing are being 
embraced by the restoration industry at a global scale. 
This has been driven by increased awareness of the 
need to broaden the genetic basis of SPAs to increase 
environmental resilience, and the recognition that the 
risks of mixing congenic gene pools are often 
overstated and easily overcome (Sgro and Hoffmann 
2011). 
 
The case for multi-provenancing for Banksia marginata SPAs 
Multiple groups across the state of Victoria are investing the establishment of SPAs for the 
supply of Banksia marginata seed for restoration purposes. Banksia marginata is an iconic 
and functionally important species which has suffered significant decline across much of its 
distribution. Concerns about the suitability of local seed - under a climate change scenario - 
has prompted discussion about the need to supplement SPAs with ‘climate ready’ source 
material. We strongly advocate this progressive management approach, and believe the 
current support for the establishment and management of SPAs across Victoria provides 
an ideal opportunity to undertake provenance experiments to help validate climate-
matched seed sources.  
 SPAs can also be used for undertaking provenance trials geared toward addressing 
issues concerning species taxonomy. For example, multiple growth forms of Banksia 
marginata persist across the species distribution ranging from tree, shrub and prostrate 
forms. It is uncertain if these are plastic traits that vary with environmental conditions, or if 
there is a genetic basis to the trait variation relating to potential taxonomic discrepancies. 
Resolving this issue is particularly important for guiding future seed sourcing and mix-
provenancing for local restoration investments. Consequently, provenance trails acting as 
‘common garden experiments’ can help resolve this issue.  
 Furthermore, Banksia marginata persists upon a range of different soil types ranging 
from volcanic to sandy, and anecdotal evidence from some nurseries across the state 
suggest that soil type could contribute to genetic adaptation and may need to be considered 
when matching seed sources for restoration activities. Consequently, provenance trials 
nested within SPAs provide an ideal opportunity for testing for the influence of soil type on 
provenance fitness under common garden conditions. 
 As we move forward in the planning of SPAs for VVP threatened flora, we would like 
the FoFW committee members to consider our recommendations and allocate some time to 
discuss the perceived benefits/drawbacks for integrating provenance trials within the 
regional and state-wide SPA network at the Annual General Meeting in August. 

Figure 2: Recommendations for provenancing 
based on dispersal distance from parental plant 
The introduction of climate-matched source 
material from further afield in low frequency 
allows locally adapted genes to be preserved and 
bolsters the climate resistance of local seed 
mixes. 

 


